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Challenging is the world of teaching. In fact, some teachers who are still single in their thirties or forties, dedicated their lives in teaching. Sometimes a student cried on the shoulders of their favorite teacher. Sometimes there were news of heart aches and first kisses.

The goal of a teacher is to guide their students in manifold works – academic or affective. A ladder to move everyone up. A flame that works like a candle guiding the students to reach the path of victory.

Sometimes, there are time when a teacher made his or her way through the depths of the students’ fear and joy, understand their hidden praises and comedies, unleash their potentials and reproach their weaknesses.

Man followed the trends technology laid before us - the change has paved way also in the realm of education. Due to the flow of technology in the mainstream, some traditional teachers are not able to adapt. With a lot of changes around, comes different responsibilities.

The school extends its walls to many places where education has become a commercialized structure. But teaching, in all its aperture for science and arts, described what is just inside – a heart. But the heart is not an ordinary heart, because it is subdued in flame. A heart that is seasoned well – passion, dedication and the love for the work A heart aflame for what it is. Teaching is not an easy work.
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